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ABSTRACT
Understanding of wave hydrodynamics and its effects are important for engineers and scientists.
Important insights may be gained from laboratory studies. Often the waves are simulated in laboratory
flumes do not have the full characteristics of real sea waves. It is then necessary to present reliable methods
of wave generation in wave flumes. In this paper, the results of numerically simulated water waves using
different methods are presented. A model was developed to simulate water wave profile using DSA, NAS
and WNDF methods. The results showed that although DSA method provides better agreement between
output and target spectra, it is associated with non realistic simulation of sea waves. In the other hand WNDF
method involves better stochastic wave characteristics if a qualitative white noise is used. It is also possible
to put some controls on wave characteristics as input to WNDF model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wind waves are one of the prominent physical
processes at upper boundary of the seas and oceans.
These waves, which can travel beyond the direct effect of
the generating forces, may interact with offshore
structures far from the beach or coastal structures and sea
bed at the near-shore zone. To design coastal and
offshore structures, it is required to evaluate the effect of
sea waves on the structures. To accomplish this
mathematical and physical models are required.
Therefore the problem has different features. On one
hand the structure should be modeled properly. On the
other hand the exciting force should be simulated. In
some model tests monochromatic waves are used.
However waves in fully developed seas are usually
random and irregular and can be expressed by their
energy spectrum over a range of frequencies. Hence ideal
sine waves with a single frequency can not express all
features of real sea waves. This may leads to misleading
results. Therefore, it is necessary to generate irregular
random waves for model studies of marine environment.
Firoozkoohi and ketabdari (2007) designed an irregular
wave maker for laboratory wave flume using random
numerical waves as input [1]. Figure 1 presents the
proposed system:
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Figure 1: Proposed system of laboratory wave generation

2. IRREGULAR WAVE SYNTHESIS METHODS
The technology of wave generation in the laboratory
has developed rapidly during the two past decades. It has
benefited mainly from advances in control system theory
and computer hardware. In past decades attempts have
been made to generate laboratory waves which closely
approximate natural wave trains.
The techniques for
synthesising irregular waves for laboratory studies can be
categorised as follows:
2-1. SUPERPOSITION OF A FINITE NUMBER OF
SINE WAVES
In this method the simulation is based on the
superposition of many individual waves each of which
has amplitudes consistent with the energy in the target
spectrum and a random phase Φ as follows:
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(1)

N

η(t ) = ∑ cn cos(k n x − ω n t + Φ n )
n =1

where:

cn = 2 S ( f n )df
fn =

and

ω n = 2πf n

so that

f n + f n −1
F
and df = f n − f n −1 = s
N
2

Fs is sample frequency and N is data number.
The target spectrum S ( f ) may be specified by a
in which

theoretical curve or from actual ocean wave records. One
of the disadvantages of this method is that it only
reproduces the information stored in the spectrum (the
wave amplitudes) and no phase information is included.
2-2. DETERMINISTIC AND NON-DETERMINISTIC
IRREGULAR WAVE TRAINS (DSA AND NSA
METHODS
In order to employ the two simulation methods
developed by Rice (1954) a surface wave target spectrum
in the frequency domain is used [2]. In the Nondeterministic Spectral Amplitude (NSA) method, it is
assumed that the fluctuations of a sea surface represent a
stationary, ergodic process that has a Gaussian
distribution and the energy distribution can be
characterised with a spectrum. In this method the sea
surface fluctuations at a point can be given as:
(2)
a N /2

η(t ) =

0

2

+ ∑ (an cosω n t + bn sinω nt )
n=1

where the first term is the mean and coefficients

an and

bn are independent random variables that have a normal
distribution with zero mean and with a standard deviation
σ n . In this method a sequence of paired numbers α n
and

βn

are generated randomly and

a n and bn can be

determined as follows:

an = α n S( f n )df , bn = β n S ( f n )df

(3)

Then a discrete time series is obtained using inverse
FFT on amplitudes

θ n = tan −1 (an / bn ) .

Rn = a n2 + bn2

and phases

Therefore, the only constraints
placed on the simulation are the spectral density of the
wave and this disregards the phase differences between
the spectral components. In the Deterministic Spectral
Amplitude (DSA) method it is also assumed that the sea
surface has a Gaussian distribution and represented by
the energy spectrum and the sea surface fluctuations can
be given as:

η(t ) =

(4)

c0 N / 2
+ ∑ cn cos(ω n t − Φ n )
2 n =1

In this method a sequence of uniformly distributed
random phases over the interval 0 ≤ Φ n ≤ 2π can be
obtained by generating a sequence of random numbers
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 and multiplying
them by 2π . The values of cn can be obtained in terms
of the discrete values of the target spectrum as:

cn = 2 S ( f n )df . A discrete time series realisation
can then be obtained using the inverse FFT on the above
amplitudes and phases. Funke et al. (1988) referred to
this method as the Random Phase (RPH) method [3].
This method is spectrally deterministic due to the
amplitude spectrum being specified in terms of the
Fourier amplitudes. In the NSA approach in order to
assure a good statistical representation in the irregular
wave time series, a lengthy time series must be produced.
Therefore, rather than trying to find the worst condition,
the lengthy test runs will increase the chance of
occurrence of the relevant worst condition for each model
test in the wave flume. However, in laboratory model
simulations, lengthy runs are not only costly but also may
cause some undesirable laboratory effects such as
seiching in the flume [4].
2-3. PROTOTYPE MEASUREMENT OF WIND WAVE
TIME SERIES
In this method measured sea surface elevation time
series can be scaled for laboratory reproduction. In this
way some laboratories try to reproduce the prototype
wave train as a useful tool for sea state synthesis. For
example, Gravesen and Sorensen (1977) preferred this
technique in their laboratory study [5]. This preference is
based on the assumption that in the absence of full
understanding of the natural sea state characteristics,
reproduction of a sea state produces a margin of safety.
However, the principle argument against this idea is that
the limited samples of wave records taken at a special
time and particular point in the sea may not be relevant to
the worst condition of the underlying study structure.
2-4. FILTERING WHITE NOISE USING PROPER
DIGITAL FILTERS (WNDF METHOD)
In method 5 a digital filter should be designed. Digital
filter is a single input - single output (SISO) system [6].
This system is linear time invariant (LTI) and can be
shown as in figure 2:

X(t)

L

Y(t)

Y(t)=L(x(t))
Figure 2: A linear single input-output system
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Considering X1(t) and X2(t) as two arbitrary inputs and a
,b two arbitrary real constants, this system is called linear
if :
(5)
L(aX (t ) + bX (t )) = aL( X (t )) + bL( x (t ))
1

2

1

Figures 3a and 3b show spectrum and autocorrelation
function of white noise:

S( f )

2

N0
2

The system is called time invariant if:

L( X (t − t 0 )) = Y (t − t 0 )

(6)
(a)

In which t 0 is an arbitrary time shifting. A stochastic
process is a rule that represents a function f (t , ζ ) from
t and ζ .For a stochastic process, first order distribution
and first order density are defined as the following
respectively [7]:
(7)
F ( x, t ) = p{x(t ) ≤ x}

∂F ( x, t )
∂x

f ( x, t ) =

R(τ )
N0
δ (τ )
2

(b)

(8)

In which p{x} is the probability function. The average of
a stochastic process for a stochastic variable x(t) is called
Expected value as:
∞
(9)

E ( x(t )) = ∫ xf ( x, t )dx

f

0

τ

0

Figure 3: a) White noise spectrum and b) Its autocorrelation
function

−∞

It means that R xx (z ) can be obtained from the

Autocorrelation function is defined as:
∞ ∞

Rx(t1,t2) =∫

∫ x x f (x ,x ;t ,t )dxdx =E{x (t)x (t)}

−∞ −∞

1 2

1 2 1 2

1 2

1

(10)

2

spectrum S (ω ) . Considering the linear time invariant
system with impulse response

h(t ) as figure 4:

h(t)

Y(t)

f is stochastic variable and x( t1 )= x1 and
x( t 2 )= x 2 . A stochastic process x (t ) is called Strict-

Where

X(t)

Sense Stationary (SSS), if it is statistically independent of
distance from the origin [8]. In other words, x (t ) is

Figure 4: A linear time invariant system with impulse response

statistically equal to x(t + c) , where c is an arbitrary

h(t )

value. Also a stochastic process x (t ) is called WideSense stationary (WSS) when the expected value
E{( x(t )} = η and its
(average) is constant:
autocorrelation relates only with difference between
t1 and t 2 (τ = t1 − t 2 ) and independent of t1 and t 2
values:
(11)
E{x(t + τ ) x * (t )} = R (τ )
White noise is a noise with a power spectrum that is
independent of frequency and its value at any frequency
is:
(12)
N
Sw( f ) = q = 0
2
This noise is called white noise because the density
spectrum of this process is widely distributed in the
frequency domain as white light.
Therefore
autocorrelation function of white noise can be
represented as follows [9]:
(13)
N0

Rw (τ ) = qδ (τ ) =

2

δ (τ )

If x (t ) is a WSS process, then the relation between
output and input autocorrelation would be as below [10]:
(14)
R (t ) = h * (−t ) * R (t )
xy

xx

R yy (t ) = h(t ) * R xy (t )

(15)

Leading to:

R yy (t ) = R xx (t ) * h(t ) * h * (t )

(16)

Taking Fourier transform from both sides of above
equation we have:
2
(17)

Syy ( f ) = Sxx( f )H( f )H * ( f ) = Sxx ( f ) H( f )

If the input of system is White noise with

q = 1 then:

Rxx (τ ) = qδ (τ ) = δ (τ ) , S xx ( f ) = 1

Syy ( f ) = Sxx ( f ) H ( f ) ⇒ H ( f ) = Syy ( f )
2

(18)

So, to achieve a process with a certain spectrum a system
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with following transfer function can be defined:

H ( f ) = S( f )

,

≺ H( f ) = 0

(19)

If the input of such system is White noise, then the output
of system will have the spectrum S ( f ) .
2
(20)
2

Syy( f ) = H( f ) Sxx( f ) = ( S( f )) ×1 = S( f )

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
As mentioned in previous section if the transfer
function of a filter is root of the spectrum and the input to
this filter is white noise, then the output of the filter
would be a random irregular wave that has the same
spectrum. So a filter with a white noise input can be
designed leading to an output which is desirable
simulated wave (random irregular wave). Therefore
based on the above mentioned algorithm a software was
developed to generate random irregular waves by white
noise filtering. Using JONSWAP as target spectrum
sample irregular random waves were generated. Figures 5
to 7 show the time histories of generated wave using
different methods. It can be seen that the results of
simulation are different wave time histories using
different methods. However the time histories alone can
not give us further information about these waves.
Figures 8 to 10 compare these wave energy spectra with
target ones. This may be considered as a criterion for
accuracy of the method. It is clear from these figures that
in DSA method the output spectrum fairly matches with
target one. However in NSA and WNDF method it
fluctuates around the target spectrum. Figures 11 to 13
present autocorrelation of generated waves for three
methods. This can be considered as a criterion for
evaluating randomness of the signals. It is evident from
this graphs that autocorrelation function has a main lobe
at about τ = 0 and very small adjacent lobes elsewhere
in all methods. Figures 14 to 16 compare the ideal and
output probability density function for three cases. It can
be seen that the values of χ in different methods are
0.814, 0.663 and 0.577 respectively.
2

Figure 5: Time histories of generated wave in DSA Method

4

Figure 6: Time histories of generated wave in NSA Method.

Figure 7: Time histories of generated wave in WNDF Method

Figure 8: Comparison of spectrum of generated wave and
target spectrum In DSA Method

Figure 9: Comparison of spectrum of generated wave and
target spectrum In NSA Method
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χ 2 = 0.81415

Figure 10: Comparison of spectrum of generated wave and
target spectrum in WNDF Method

Figure 14: Pdf of generated wave in DSA Method

χ 2 = 0.66289

Figure 15: Pdf of generated wave in NSA Method
Figure 11: Autocorrelation of generated wave in DSA Method

χ 2 = 0.57684

Figure 12: Autocorrelation of generated wave in NSA Method

Figure 16: Pdf of generated wave in WNDF Method

4. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 13: Autocorrelation of generated wave in WNDF
Method
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DSA, NSA and WNDF methods was employed to
simulate random irregular waves for numerical and
laboratory models of marine environment. The well
known spectral wave energy of JONSWAP was used as
target. In WNDF method choosing the square root of the
spectrum as transfer function of a filter and the input to
this filter a white noise, a random irregular wave was
generated. The time histories of generated waves using
different methods show that apparently random irregular
waves are obtained as output. However to asses the
quality of generated waves the output spectra in three
cases was compared with the target ones. The results
showed that the DSA method, which is spectrally
deterministic, offers easier matching of the peak spectral
5

frequency and the spectral shape [11]. It means that the
DSA model simulates a uniform Gaussian white
spectrum and therefore the constructed time series
realisation will also closely match the target spectrum.
Furthermore, DSA experimental runs can be much
shorter due to the fact that the waves more likely to cause
damage to the marine structures or to carry considerable
sediment have been included in the wave time series.
This can significantly reduce the cost of experimental
work and, therefore, a wider variety of wave conditions
can be tested. However as real sea states exhibit
variations in spectral frequency between time series
measurements, the DSA model results in irregular wave
conditions that may be unrealistic in terms of natural sea
states. The spectrum simulated by the NSA model
fluctuates about the target spectrum within the bounds of
probability. This method is spectrally non-deterministic
because of the non-deterministicity of both amplitudes
and phases. In WNDF method also output spectrum
fluctuates around target one. This result is in fact
desirable as realistic sea waves demonstrate a nonsmooth spectrum. In addition the spectrum shows that the
generated waves associated with wave energy in a range
of frequencies which have the character of irregular sea

waves.
To be certain about the randomness of waves the
autocorrelation function was used. The results showed
that the generated waves are reasonably random. The
comparison of power spectrum density function of output
waves with ideal ones also shows the acceptable
deviation. It should be noted that DSA and NSA methods
simulation is in time domain. However WNDF method
simulates the waves in frequency domain. The design of
digital filters in the latter method is based on the spectral
analysis and linear time invariant (LTI) systems,
associated with strong mathematical and theoretical
background. One of the most important advantages of
this method is the possibility of placing additional
constraints on specific characteristics such as number of
waves in wave time series, frequency band, time domain,
wave amplitude, wave energy, wave nonlinearity and
other favorable wave characteristics. It is also possible
to make the required filter using electronic hardwares.
Therefore WNDF method can be used for wave
simulation not only in the laboratory flumes but also in
numerical and mathematical models of marine structures
and coastal beaches.
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